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a short phrase that expresses a true or wise idea. Is It Attorney Generals Or Attorneys General? » Full Definition of
APHORISM. 1. : a concise statement of a The word Aphorism (literally distinction or definition, from the Greek:
?????????, aphorismós ap-horizein, from to bound) denotes an original thought, . Quotes About Aphorism (67
quotes) - Goodreads Johnson: Aphorisms: Short and too sweet The Economist 20 Aphorisms Cards Interesting &
Inspiring Quotes About Life 13 Jun 2012 . Anyone interested in re-reading Don Colachos Aphorisms from the
beginning can now do so by following Don Colacho on Twitter at Aphorism Synonyms, Aphorism Antonyms
Thesaurus.com An aphorism is a concise statement that is made in a matter of fact tone to state a principle or an
opinion that is generally understood to be a universal truth. Aphorisms and favorite sayings. 67 quotes have been
tagged as aphorism: Jarod Kintz: Whether you live to be 50 or 100 makes no difference, if you made no difference
in the world., Lao Aphorisms - YouTube
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11 Mar 2015 - 2 min - Uploaded by The School of LifeAn aphorism is a short sentence capturing a large truth in a
pithy way. Here are some of the Don Colachos Aphorisms Synonyms for aphorism at Thesaurus.com with free
online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Dictionary and Word of the Day. aphorism (plural aphorisms) .
Merriam, 1913; aphorism in The Century Dictionary, The Century Co., New York, 1911; aphorism at OneLook
Dictionary Search. aphorism Meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary An aphorism is a statement or saying
that is both efficiently presented and either witty or wise. While there are loads of trite and silly statements, a good
aphorism Aphorisms - Chez Goodman Vectors: Aphorisms & Ten-Second Essays [James Richardson] on
Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. 500 aphorisms. Our best-seller. In Boston Aphorism definition of aphorism by The Free Dictionary aphorism meaning, definition, what is aphorism: a short clever saying
that is intended to express a general truth: . Learn more. Aphorisms by Alfred Nobel - Nobelprize.org 27 Sep 2015 .
“Editors Lough and Stein prove that good things come in small packages with this collection of modern aphorisms
— short but sweet nuggets of APHORISM - Tnellen.com Aphorisms by Hippocrates, part of the Internet Classics
Archive. All Aphorisms, All the Time - This is JamesGeary.com An aphorism is a brief statement that expresses an
opinion or makes a statement. Reviewing examples of aphorisms is a good way to learn about the concept.
Aphorism - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia Aphorisms by Alfred Nobel. Literature occupied a central role in the life
of Alfred Nobel. He regarded various literary forms of expression as opportunities to Aphorism - Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia 2 Jul 2015 . Short, memorable and poetic, many aphorisms and pieces of advice are also flat wrong.
McSweeneys Internet Tendency: List: Advanced Drinking Aphorisms. Definition, Usage and a list of Aphorism
Examples in common speech and literature. Aphorism is a statement of truth or opinion expressed in a concise and
witty Aphorisms Are Essays The Smart Set Aphorisms Galore! lets you Feed Your Wit by browsing, searching,
submitting, discussing, and rating witty sayings by famous and not-so-famous people. Aphorisms Galore! » Feed
Your Wit aphorism - Wiktionary Gurdjieff International Review. Gurdjieffs Aphorisms. inscribed in a special script
above the walls of the Study House at the Prieuré. Like what “it” does not like. a terse saying embodying a general
truth, or astute observation, as “Power tends to corrupt, and absolute power corrupts absolutely” (Lord Acton).
Origin of aphorism Expand. French. Late Latin. Greek. Vectors: Aphorisms & Ten-Second Essays: James
Richardson . APHORISMS THOUGHTS SAYINGS. No normal man ever fell in love after thirty when the kidneys
begin to disintegrate. Henry Louis Mencken. The only way to Aphorisms by W. Ross Ashby - The W. Ross Ashby
Digital Archive The School of Lifes 20 Aphorism cards are perfect to send to a friend or to use as desktop
inspiration. Buckram finish box. 220 x 158 x 25mm. Aphorisms - Wikiquote A list of the most popular aphorisms.
Example: Its the squeaky wheel that gets the grease. Aphorism - Examples and Definition of Aphorism - Literary
Devices aphorism - Dictionary Definition : Vocabulary.com Beer before liquor? Never been sicker! Liquor before
beer? Youre in the clear. Beer before wine? The feelings divine! Wine before beer? The feeling turns Aphorism
Definition of aphorism by Merriam-Webster Hovering the mouse pointer over the box or clicking on it will disply the
original index card. Aphorisms without a blue box were collected from other sources, Aphorism Define Aphorism at
Dictionary.com Aphorism is a brief saying embodying a moral, a concise statement of a principle or precept given in
pointed words. Example: Hippocrates: Life is short, art is Gurdjieffs Aphorisms - Gurdjieff International Review A
tersely phrased statement of a truth or opinion; an adage. See Synonyms at saying. 2. A brief statement of a
scientific principle. Aphorism Literary Devices An aphorism (from Greek ????????? aphorismos, delimitation) is a
terse saying, expressing a general truth, principle, or astute observation, and spoken or written in a laconic and
memorable form. Aphorism literally means a distinction or definition. The term was first used in the Aphorisms of
Hippocrates. The Internet Classics Archive Aphorisms by Hippocrates 24 Jun 2015 . In other words, an aphorism is
not a truth but a kind of test (an assay), a statement you are meant to run up against to decide if you agree.
Aphorism Examples - Examples on YourDictionary

